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CUrrently the most widely used formula in pillar design is the power
formula, which implicitly assumes a volume effect. This assumption
is criticaUy examined, and it is proposed .that a limiting strength
value, the critical rock mass strength, be used for pillar design
instead. A methodology is provided to detennine this value. It is
suggested that the effects of geometry on pillar strength are well
described by a linear function and the power formula, for wlh
ratios less than or equal to abont 5. This approach together with
the use of the critical rock mass strength, removes the volume
effect. Various factors that affect pillar strength are examined. The
concept of explicitly determining the stability of each component in
the pillar system is briefty discussed. It is proposed that pillar
design be expanded to a pillar system design procedure that
incorporates the interaction of the pillar, roof and floor strata, and
the loading system.
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The scale effect, critical rock mass strength and pillar system design
In shallow to intermediate depth tabular hard rock mines
in South Africa, the laboratory strengths are downgraded
based on a rock mass rating4.5, to derive an in situ reef
strength. Alternatively, a strength reduction factor ranging
between 1/3 and 1/2 is assumed (based on Des tests),
In general, pillar design has historically incorporated a
pillar formula, either linear2, or in a power forml. Practical
rock mechanics practitioners or mining engineers have made
ad hoc adjustments to such designs to allow for unacceptable
roadway conditions, for example. The other factors that
influence the performance of the pillar system, such as the
footwall behaviour, the hangingwall strata behaviour and
panel spans, loading conditions, have not, thus far, been
explicitly defined in an holistic pillar system design
procedure.
The Factor of Safety (FaS) as applied in mining
engineering (with the exception of the Salamon and Munrol
approach), has thus far only considered mean, or expected
values, of load and strength, panel span, pillar dimension,
virgin stress, rock strengths and all the other design
variables, This has been adequate when the mining
continues in the same conditions, and the trial and error
experience has already been gained, However, it is well
known that of all the engineering disciplines, rock
engineering is faced with probably the greatest variability in
design parameters, When mining progresses to a new
geotechnical area, or deeper, or a totally new ore body, much
trial and error can be avoided by using a design methodology
based on a probabalistic approach.
The work discussed in this paper is applicable to bordand-pillar and scattered pillar layouts in hard or soft rock
environments in shallow to intermediate depths.
The critical rock mass strength
In general, it is accepted that the values of the strength of
rock decreases with increasing size of the specimens tested,
as shown in Figure 1. Many of the early workers in coal
material testing, in an effort to obtain pillar design strengths
from laboratory testing, noted this effect. Hustrulid6, in his
comprehensive survey of pillar formulae, reports that Gaddy,
in a study on cubes ranging from about 5 cm (2 inches) to
about 23 cm (9 inches), from five different coal beds, found
that formulae of the form S

= kwd

fitted the data from the

various coal beds well. k is a numerical constant depending
on the coal bed, w is the width of a cube, and d is the
exponent. The values of d were found to group fairly closely
around -0.5.
kWl/2

Greenwald et atr, showed that a relation of the form S =
1 h5/6 provided an excellent correlation with in situ test

data, The.data are shown in Table I and Figure 2.
Significantly, the data points that do not lie on the straight
line were not included in the derivation of the formula. The
labels in Figure 2 correspond to the pillar no. in Table 1.
These omitted specimens were significantly smaller in their
smaller dimension than the other test specimens, These
points all lie above the curve in Figure 2. This shows a clear
scale effect, with smaller samples being stronger. If the
equation is used for a cube (w = h), then the equation
reduces to the form used by Gaddy, S = kwd, with d = -1/3'

~
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Table I
Results of in situ tests on pillars performed by
Greenwald et aJ7, (units converted from inches

and psi)

Steart8, postulated that the effect of cube size on the
strength would be inversely proportional to the square root of
the side dimension. No experimental evidence was presented
to support this. Evans et a/'), after tests on Barnsley Hards
coal, found values of d of -0.17 and -0.25 for two separate
consignments, in cubes up to 5 cm in dimension.
Salamon and Munrol, in a rigorous statistical analysis of
actual in situ failed and intact coal pillars, provided a formula
S= kWO.46IhO,66.
Salamon and Munro's data were from those
South African coal fields that produced most of the coal in
the country, If the equation is used for a cube, the formula
again reduces to the form, S = kwd, with d = -0.2.
The preceding investigations referred to laboratory or in
situ tests, performed on small coal pillars, other than the
investigation performed by Salamon and Munrol, The
investigators mentioned, and many others in coal, have tried
to use the tests to predict the strength of full scale in situ
pillars. The common feature is that the strength decreases
with size raised to a negative power. This implies that a
sample of a very large size would have a negligible strength.
However, the results shown in Figure 1 demonstrate a
levelling off of strength with increasing size, for coal, iron
ore, norite and altered quartzitic diorite. The evidence seems
quite convincing that, for some rocks at least, there is a
certain size beyond which no further decrease in strength is
apparent. This phenomenon was defined by Bieniawski and
van Heerden2. DenkhauslO pointed out that large steel
structures are designed to the strength of cylindrical
specimens approximately 2.5 x 50 cm in size',
According to the evidence presented, it is the authors'
opinion that, for engineering purposes, it would be
reasonable to assume a constant material strength beyond a
certain size, Bieniawski and van Heerden2 termed the size at
which no further strength reduction occurs, the m'dcal size,
The critical strength defined at the critical size was defined
by Bieniawski as the strength of the in situ rock mass. For
the purposes of this paper, the strength of this size will be
termed the critical rock mass strength. This value is derived
from a series of laboratory or in situ tests on intact rock. The
test series either explicitly determines the critical size and
strength, or the critical strength is obtained by extrapolation
of the test data.
An intact rock specimen, for hard rock, implies no visible
discontinuities. For coal, this implies no major jointing, as
opposed to the cleating commonly found in coal, The strength
of such samples is then influenced by the microscopic disconThe Journal of The South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
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istics. For

tinuities, or flaws, in the case of hard rocks; and by the
cleats, in the case of coal.
If the in situ pillar has no geological jointing, and
minimal blast-induced fracturing, the rock may be called
intact. In this case, the critical rock mass strength may be
taken as the in situ rock mass strength. The critical rock
mass strength cannot be used as the in situ rock mass
strength if the pillar exhibits geological jointing and/or
significant blast-induced fracturing. In this case, the critical
rock mass strength would be used in some further procedure
to determine the in situ rock mass strength. This procedure
would have to incorporate a number of features. It should
provide the methodology to decide which of two possible
alternatives is applicable to the particular rock mass:
>- the rock mass may be approximated as a continuum
>- the rock mass may not be approximated as a
continuum-the discontinuities are such that a
structural stability analysis needs to be performed.
The Hoek-Brown method4 is an example of approximating a discontinuous rock mass as a continuum. The
Hoek-Brown method uses the data from 50 mm diameter
intact specimens to infer large-scale rock mass character-
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The critical rock mass strength is not usually measured in the
range of normal laboratory testing sizes for soft rocks such
as coal (Figure 1). In this situation, a method is needed to
extrapolate laboratory results to obtain the critical rock mass
strength. According to the discussion above, an extrapolation
to critical size is sufficient, even if the critical size is less than
the expected in situ pillar size. The form assumed for the
strength-size
curve is such that a term that decays with size
is added to a constant term:
S
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this is in the size range that is affected

Derivation of the critical rock mass strength from
laboratory data
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most rocks,

by scale. The method therefore implicitly includes the scale
effect. It is therefore logically inconsistent to determine an
approximate value of the in situ strength, based on strength
values of 50 mm samples. Ambiguities involving scale can
be avoided by applying some approximation to the critical
rock mass strength.
A structural stability analysis would explicitly model
major discontinuity patterns, and their interaction with the
expected stress field. The topic of downgrading procedures
for the critical rock mass strength will be actively
investigated in the project of which this paper forms a part. It
has been recognised that the same rock mass rating data may
need to be processed in different ways for different stress
regimes.
Specifically, a hangingwall beam under self-weight
loading is in a very different stress regime to a pillar under
overburden loading, even though the geotechnical data may
be exactly the same in each case. The method that transforms
the geotechnical data into a rating would therefore have to
take the stress environment into account (perhaps only in
broad terms as regards compression, beam bending, etc.).
Mining depth, in the sense that it contributes to the stress
regime, would also have to be an explicit part of the rating
methodology. Joint orientation relative to mining direction
would also be included in the methodology.
This discussion excludes the effects of different testing
conditions in the laboratory and in situ, including humidity,
loading rate, end conditions, blast-induced damage and
temperature. The difference in the loading systems is also
excluded. It is emphasised that if the in situ rock exhibits
discontinuities (almost always true in mining), anyextrapolation of the scale effect observed in the laboratory, is not
valid for the in situ scale without some downgrading of
strength.

effect as observed for different rock types
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= [strength

decay with size] + constant term.

If the form of the strength decay term is chosen such that
it tends to zero with increase in size, the constant term
becomes the criticalrock mass strength, and the assumed
asymptotes inferred from Figure 1 are indicated.The strength
decay term tending to zero is consistent with the notion of a
critical size / critical rock mass strength. With this in mind,
and with observation of the decay of the strength data with
size, the decayterm was chosen to be exponential. Other
forms were tried, but the exponentialform providedthe best
fit to the data. The form of the proposedfunction is:

[1]

S=AeBd+C
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The scale effect, critical rock mass strength and pillar system design
where d refers to the diameter of a cylinder, or width of a cube
of the laboratory test specimens, and A, Band C are constants
determined by regression analysis. The parameter C is
equivalent to the critical rock mass strength. Naturally, the
closer the largest tested laboratory size is to the actual critical
size, the greater will be the confidence in the value of C.
The strengths of cylinders ofw/h = 1 as tested in the
laboratory under SIMRAC project COL02111 are plotted in
Figure 3(a). These results are from 11 collieries in South
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a straight line fit through Bieniawski's large-scale tests
(1.5 and 2 m square in plan) results in a cube strength
of 4.3 MPa (Figure 4)
Bieniawski's, van Heerden's and Wagner's strength
values are site specific. Salamon and Munro's data were from
most of the coal fields in South Africa. Their results can be
considered representative of most South African coal fields.
Assuming an intact frictional or integral interface
between the sample/pillar and loading platen/hangingwall,
any given loading condition falls somewhere between stress
and displacement controlled loading ('soft' and 'stiff loading
platens). These two conditions form the extremes of a
continuous spectrum. To the extent that a test is stress
controlled, a test sample is likely to fail at lower stress levels
than a displacement controlled test due to higher edge
stresses developed. Note that, for the purposes of this
discussion, the boundary condition is applied at the top of
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Salamon and Munro's k value was 7.2 Mpa; assuming
that the true critical size for coal is 1.5 m (as suggested
by Bieniawski) , the value provided by Salamon and
Munro's empirical formula1 for a 1.5 m cube is 6.6
MPa
a straight line fit through Salamon and Munro's
collapse cases results in a cube strength of 5.8 MPa
(Figure 4)
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= 45.5,

Van Heerden13 obtained a strength value of 14.6 MPa
on 1.4 m cubes at New Largo Colliery (Figure 4)
Wagner's results14 from Usutu Colliery showed a
strength of 1.8 m cubes to be 11.3 MPa (Figure 4)

1/',
I

of coal is predicted to be 17.2 MPa (A

0.0105). To obtain some perspective on the correctness of
this value, a brief summary, based on a reworking of original
data, of the more recent coal in situ pillar compression tests
in South Africa are provided in Figure 4. Bieniawski's12
critical strength value of 4.5 MPa was based on cubes of side
dimensions about 1.5 m and 2 m. The following strengths
are obtained:
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Africa. Equation (1) was fitted to the data using a non-linear
regression analysis computer program, with the resulting
curve shown in Figure 3(a). None of the regression
parameters were fIXed, but were determined in the regression
procedure. From the value of C shown, the critical rock mass
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the platen, not directly to the sample. To illustrate this, a
block of elastic material was simulated in these two ways in a
simple computer model. The friction angle on the interface
between the sample and the platen was 30°. The computer
program used was FLACI5.In Figure 5(a), it can be seen that
the edge stresses are lower in the case of displacement
controlled loading than in stress controlled loading. This is
explained by the greater displacement of the corner of the
sample in the case of stress controlled loading (Figure 5(b)).
This is due to the bending effect of the platen that is
exacerbated by a stress boundary. A platen wider than the
sample increases the stress concentrations at the edge of the
sample. There is little difference between a displacement and
stress boundary if a platen is thick enough and not much
wider than the sample. The bending effect is also affected by
the relative Young's moduli and Poisson's ratios of the platen
and sample, such that a lower platen modulus leads to a
higher stress concentration at the edge of the sample as
compared to that obtained at a higher platen modulus.
The methods of loading of the in situ tests reviewed are
illustrated in Figure 6. It is proposed that in these test
methods (Bieniawski, Cook and van Heerden) , the in situ
loading conditions, and the laboratory loading conditions fall
into three general categories.
Salamon and Munro's in situ collapse cases represent the
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loading system that is closest to a stress load, in that the
'loading platens' are the relatively Iow stiffness hanging and
footwall. Also, the hanging and foot are very 'wide' platens
which exacerbates the stress concentration (see Figure 5(a)).
The loading rate of true in situ pillars is much lower than any
of the testing rates, which would lead to lower strengths due
to creep, weathering, stress corrosion and other longer term,
time effects.
Bieniawski transmitted a constant stress through a
concrete cap at the top of the sample, but the bottom of the
sample was maintained in the footwall (Figure 6(a)). The
concrete cap was approximately 7.5 cm thick, with an
overhang of approximately 23 cm. Steel channels were used
between the jacks and the concrete. Wooden blocks were
used as spacers between the top of the jacks and the
hangingwall. This system is therefore also soft.
The loading arrangement as suggested by COOk17,shown
in Figure 6(b), consisted of maintained contacts in the
hanging and foot, with a displacement-controlled loading
condition across the centre of the pillar pushing vertically
towards the hanging and foot. This loading system was
suggested by Cook as a means of most accurately
maintaining the actual in situ pillar-loading condition when
performing in situ tests. The displacement is applied along
the pillar horizontal line of symmetry along which, theoretically, no vertical movement occurs in a real pillar (if there is
no dip). There should also be no horizontal constraint across
the mid-line. This system was implemented by Wagner14.
However, only the bottom half consisted of coal pillarl8. The
jacks were servo-controlled to maintain constant
displacement conditions at the loading surface. Although the
jacks are free to move relative to each other, thereby
maintaining the overall symmetry condition, friction is
present between the jack contacts and the coal. Thus the
requirement that there be no horizontal constraint along the
line of symmetry is violated, and true symmetry may not
have been maintained in all cases. Unfortunately, both
Wagner14 and Cook et al19 failed to comment in detail on the
failure mechanisms produced in these tests.
Van Heerden13 applied a constant displacement to the
sample through a 1.0 m thick concrete block (Figure 6(c)). In
addition, a concrete block was cast above the jacks in contact
with the hangingwall. The thickness of the block in contact
with the sample probably ensured uniform displacement at
the boundary. It can be accepted that this system imparted a
fairly rigid boundary to the top of the specimen.
In the following paragraphs, a comparative assessment of
the loading conditions is made. The true collapse cases
(Salamon and Munro's collapse cases) were founded in the
natural hanging and foot end conditions. This implies a
'loading platen', and a significant draping effect. The
modelling (Figure 5) has shown that this can lead to significantly higher stress concentrations at the edges of the
sample. This explains why the in situ data set results in a
comparatively low cube strength (see Figure 4).
In the in situ tests (Bieniawski, van Heerden, Wagner) ,
one side of the specimen was founded in the natural end
conditions. Bieniawski's tests were stress controlled. Van
Heerden 13stated that tilting of the loaded surface was
difficult to control in the Bieniawski test method. Although
the uniform stress was not applied through the concrete
JANUARY IFEBRUARY

1998
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overhang, the slight rotations that may have occurred,
together with the thinness of the concrete platen, leads to the
conclusion that undue stress concentrations may have been
present in the series of tests performed by Bieniawski. This
may explain why Bieniawski's results were the lowest (see
Figure 4). These high stress concentrations may be the link
between Bieniawski's tests and the in situ collapse cases.
Bieniawski's results and the in situ collapse cases are thus
possibly paired, according to the loading system.
Van Heerden, similarly to Bieniawski, replaced the
natural top contact by an artificial loading mechanism. In
contrast to Bieniawski, van Heerden applied a rigid
(displacement controlled) boundary condition. This explains
the difference between the two sets of results.
If one ignores possible minor imperfections discussed
previously, the method of Cook should most accurately
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replicate the real end conditions of in situ pillars. The method
also correctly accounts for the boundary conditions in the
middle of the pillar. Accordingly, this method should also be
very close to the in situ collapse cases. The large difference
could be ascribed to geology, as Wagner's results are site
specific. Loading rate could also be a factor which increased
the strength of Wagner's samples. The rate of pillar loading
in tests is significantly higher than the rate as a result of
mining.
The laboratory specimens (Figure 3) were tested under
conditions that tend to a displacement controlled loading
condition on both sides of the specimen to a greater degree
than any of the in situ test methods mentioned. On the basis
of this boundary condition alone, laboratory tests can be
expected to result in higher strengths than in situ tests. In
addition, the loading rate of the laboratory tests was much
higher, and the samples were probably drier than the in situ
tests and collapse cases. These are both factors that tend to
increase measured strength. Weathering was minimized for
all but two of the 13 blocks used, by painting the approximately 1.5 m cube coal samples with bituminous paint and
then encasing each block in a plastic bag. Each block was
painted the same day that the block was brought to surface.
In addition, new blocks were not obtained before the current
block had been sampled. This minimized the time between
the removal of any particular block from underground and
the testing of material from that block.
Taking all the above arguments into account, the
different test methods and boundary conditions can be
divided into three overall categories:
~ a 'soft' loading system-Bieniawski, in situ collapse
cases and Cook's method
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~
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Figure 6-The different loading conditions as applied by
(a) Bieniawski 12;(b) Cook et a/19 and Wagner14 and
(c) van Heerden13
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a 'stiff' platen at one end-Van Heerden
'stiff' platens at both ends-laboratory.

The in situ test conditions that are closest to the
laboratory conditions are those of Van Heerden. It is felt that
the value of 17.2 MPa compared to 14.6 MPa obtained by
Van Heerden is reasonable and is a value that can be used as
a good estimate of the critical rock mass strength.
The method was also used on data compiled under
SIMRACproject GAP02420. The material was pegmatitic
pyroxenite from the Merensky Reef, a hard rock assembly
from the Bushveld Complex in South Africa, of variable
composition,(Figure 3(b)). By inspection,it can be seen that
the strength begins to level out within the range of the test
sizes, as is borne out by the fitted curve. The critical rock
mass strength is calculated to be 104 MPa, at about 120
mm. The scatter of 150 mm size data is large, so
reservations must be held regarding the value obtained.
However, the trend is clear, and the critical size is close to
that of the norite (also found in the Bushveld Complex)
shown in Figure 1. Based on these two results only, it is
tentatively suggested that hard rocks may have a critical size
considerably smaller than that of the softer rocks, which
would then remove the need for the kind of in situ test
Bieniawski found necessary. A laboratory testing programme
is currently under way at Miningtek to confirm the critical
size and critical rock mass strength.
Pillar design formulae
The two main forms of pillar design formulae in use today
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The scale effect, critical rock mass strength and pillar system design
In situ pillar cases

are the power formula
S = khawfJ

[2]

and the linear function ofthe w/h ratio
[3]
S= c+ m(w/h)
where c and m are constants.
The power formula, by its very nature, is capable of
taking volume into account (the formula khawfJ can be
written kVa(w/h)b, with linear relationships between a, ~ and
a,b). The linear formula, in the form stated above, cannot
take volume into account, and simply records the geometric
effect of increasing the w/h ratio.
Laboratory data
The estimates of k, a and f3were obtained by non-linear
regression analysis performed on the full set of COL021
laboratory data, with 924 data points and nominal diameters
25,50, 100,200 and 300 mm. The w/h referring to
specimens ranged from 1 to 6 for all diameters, while the first
three sizes were also tested at w/h = 0.5. The 50 and 100
mm sizes were also tested up to w/h = 8. The comparative
results are shown in Table H.
The t2 values indicate the proportion of the total variation
in strength which is accounted for by the variation of the
independent variable/s in the fitted functions. It can be seen
that the linear function fits the data as well as the power
formula. However, a new linear function had to be fitted for
each diameter, while the same power formula parameters
could be applied for all diameters. The ratio between the
smallest and largest volume is over 10 000. This
demonstrates the ability of the power formula to handle
volume variations. Conversely, it is demonstrated that the
linear function is comparable to the power formula if the
volume ratio is comparatively small (the last column in Table
H shows the ratio between the smallest and largest volume
for each diameter).

Table

11

A comparison between the performance of the
power formula and the linear function
Volume
ratio
7
8
25
31
16

Table

11/

Analysis of the effect of the volume ratio on fitted
straight line strength functions, to Greenwald et
aI's data divided into volume ranges
Data points

r2

(see Table I)
all
2, 4, 7 and 5, 6, 8, 11
2,4.7
5.6,8.11
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0.53
0.92
1.00
0.99

Greenwald et aI's data can be divided into three subsets. Data
points 2,4 and 7 in Table I were 'full height' pillars. Data
points 5,6,8 and 11 were 'half height' pillars. Data points
9,10 and 12 were 'half height' pillars, but with the smallest
dimensions significantly smaller than the other half height
pillars, therefore showing the scale effect mentioned earlier.
A linear function was fitted firstly to all the data, then to
each of the three subsets. The volume ratios and t2 values
are shown for each category in Table Ill. As seen, at the
volume ratio of 62, a low t2 value is obtained, while the
lower volume ratios result in much higher t2 values that are
comparable to the t2 value shown in Figure 2.
The data used by Salamon and Munro in the derivation
of their formula have been analysed. Only the 27 collapsed
cases are dealt with. If the logarithmic form of the power
formula is applied, the t2 value is 0,59. If the linear function
is applied, the t2 value drops to 0,40. However, the ratio of
smallest to largest volume is 81. If the pillar with the smallest
volume is removed, the volume ratio is 48. The strength of
this particular pillar was higher than the other strengths.
This may be partially explained by local geology, but this is
not known. In this case, the t2 value increases to 0,53, a
value that is almost as good as that of the power formula.
General comments
It has thus been shown that if the volume range is limited,
the linear function represents the data almost as well as the
power formula for both the laboratory and on an in situ
scale. From the data analysed in this paper, it is suggested
that the limiting volume range is not greater than 50. This
has important practical implications, because the volume
range of in-panel pillars found in typical shallow to
intermediate depth hard rock tabular mines is within the
range discussed.
The acceptance of the notion of a critical size and an
associated critical rock mass strength implies that no
additional volume effect is expected above a certain volume.
Strength (in terms of a design formula for pillars square in
plan) can then only be a function of the confining effect due
to the geometry of the pillar, as expressed by the linear
formula. As discussed above, the linear function by
definition does not cater for volume variations, while the
power formula does. The logically consistent form (excluding
the 'squat pillar' effect) for an in situ pillar design formula is
therefore the linear function. The 'squat pillar' effect is
generated by the increased confinement to the core provided
by failed material in pillars of high w/h ratios (above 5).
There are a number of associated considerations in the
choice of the linear form over the power form. In 1967, k was
determined by Salamon and Munro to be 1322 pounds per
square inch. Salamon and Munro stated:
'Since all dimensions in this study are given in feet, the
numerical value of k should be taken as the strength of a one
foot cube of coal. It is likely, however, that the obtained value
of k will not represent the actual strength of such a specimen,
since this size is well outside [below] the range of
dimensions used in derivation'.
The square bracket is our insert. If the value of 1322 psi
is converted to units of MPa, the value of k obtained is 9.1
MPa. Yet, a k of 7.2 MPa is widely quoted as the Salamon
JANUARY/FEBRUARY
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and Munro value. The discrepancy lies in the fact that the
value of 9.1 MPa represents the strength of a foot cubed, Le.
approximately 0.028 m3. To obtain the 'representative'
strength in SI units (Le. one metre cubed), one needs to use
Salamon and Munro's original equation for a cube of side 1
m, but in units of feet. The strength in units of psi is
obtained, which can be converted to units of MPa. The value
so obtained is 7.2 MPa. Whether k is 1322 psi for a cubic
foot, or 7.2 MPa for a cubic metre, these are two separate
points on the same strength-volume curve. On this basis, it is
suggested that k is not a material property, but an arbitrary
point on the curve, depending on the units of length chosen.
An alternative form of the linear function [3] may be
written as
S=k1(a+(I-a)(w/h))
where k1

= the

'cube strength'

[4]
of the material in the data set

and a is a dimensionless parameter.
To cater for the volume effect, the multiplier k1, can be
regarded as a function of size. Thus, Equation 1 may be
rewritten as:
k1 =AeBd+C

where

[5]

k] = criticalrockmassstrength

A, B + C= constants
d = a size dimension.
If the size of samples is larger than the critical size, then
k1 is in effect, the critical rock mass strength. This can be
regarded as a material constant, under a given set of loading
conditions.
However, as shown in this paper, for back analysis of in
situ pillars, the performance of the linear and power
functions is almost the same. Galvin et aP1, in a statistical
comparison between the power formula and the linear
function on a set of Australian coal pillar collapse cases, state
that the difference between the two formulae is not statistically significant. It is suggested that this is precisely
because the in situ volume range is small. The alternative
formulation of Salamon and Munro's equation may be
written as:

[6]

= k(w/h)o.S9/VlJ.O67
where
V =volume

5

w/h and k are as defined before.
The exponent of volume (V) is seen to be small. For
pillars in the 'squat pillar' range (w/h > 5), the 'squat pillar
formula' yields better results than the linear formula. The
linear formula fails to represent the exponential increase in
pillar strength with w/h ratios above 5.
No matter what the relative merits of the power and
linear formulae are, the r'2values in both cases are not high
enough to provide confidence in the parameters as design
values. This will be discussed in the next sections.
Pillar system factors
The concept of the critical rock mass strength as an input
parameter in the determination of the in situ rock mass
strength has been discussed. Once the in situ rock mass
strength has been determined, the other factors that
determine the pillar strength need to be taken into account.

~
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Some of these factors are:
~

the pillar dimensions, including stoping width (mining
height) (these lead to the w/h ratio)
~ loading system, 'geological' and 'local'
~ contact conditions
~ k ratio (the ratio of virgin horizontal to vertical
stresses)
~ footwall stability (and hangingwall stability)
~ 'geometrical' loading
~ the length: width ratio
~ different heights in the same pillar, due to one side
being adjacent to a gully
~ creep and other time effects.
Some of these factors are material properties, others are a
function of the loading system, others a function of the
stratigraphy, and so on. These factors, which need to be
taken into account in a pillar system design, will be termed
pillar systemJactors.
In the rest of this section, the effect of each of the above
pillar system factors on the pillar system will be briefly
discussed. The purpose of this discussion is to review present
knowledge, put forward some new notions, and highlight
areas of inadequacy.
The pillar dimensions form a w/h ratio, which leads to a
strength increase by generating confinement in the pillar
core. It is generally these dimensions alone that are used in
design, to determine the strength of a pillar. Consistent with
the previous discussions, it is proposed that it is incorrect to
build a volume effect into a pillar design formula for the in
situ scale, for pillars ofw/h < 5.
A pillar strength so obtained, however, will be modified
by the other pillar system factors mentioned. A 'geological'
loading system refers to the load transfer due to major
geological structures such as sills, dykes or faults. The load
transferred to a set of pillars in a particular area may be
increased or decreased due to the geological environment.
Large displacements may be localized adjacent to a fault. A
false picture of in situ pillar strength is obtained if the
geologically-driven loading is not understood. The massive
Coalbrook disaster of 1960 is an excellent example of over
estimation of the coal pillar strength due lo a lack of
understanding of the geological loading system. Locally, a
softer loading system can lead to apparently weaker pillars
due to the bending effect as discussed previously (Figure 5).
Contact conditions, with respect to friction, can
strengthen or weaken a pillar or sample. The effect of the
platen/sample contact angle of friction on the clamping shear
stress was modelled using the computer program DIGS22
(Figure 7(a)). As long as the value of excess shear stress
(ESS) remains negative, the platen acts to clamp the sample,
and confining stresses in the sample will be generated. For
the particular set of loading conditions modelled (platen and
sample geometry and respective elastic constants), the ESS at
the edge of the sample increases to zero for a friction angle of
15°.
At lower valves of friction angle, slip occurs at the
sample/platen interface. Under these conditions, tensile
stresses are induced in the sample due to the bending of the
platen. The minor principle stresses at the top of the sample
are shown for the extreme cases of no friction and almost no
friction (friction angle = 5°) in Figure 7(b). It can be seen
The Joumal of The South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
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that tensile positive stresses are induced down to 15 per cent
of the sample height. The average uniaxial compressive
stress is 100 MPa. The level of tensile stress induced is
higher than the tensile strength of most rocks. This
phenomenon has been observed in laboratory testing on
samples of Merensky Reef, pyroxenite and anorthosite. All
these rock types are found in the Bushveld Complex.
Strengths were reduced by 57,58 and 49 per cent respectively when a friction reducer was used2O. Samples failed due
to radial vertical tensile cracks that split the circular sample
in most cases in four, or in some cases in three or five
segments. The cracks initiated at the edge of the sample and
propagated to the centre. This is predicted by the modelling,
which shows the peak tensile stress at the edge of the sample
(Figure 7(b)). The model thus predicts the initiation of failure
at the edge of the sample. This effect has been observed
widely underground in the Bushveld Complex. The
hangingwall contact is often a thin serpentinized layer, from
which tensile splitting of the pillar is induced. These tensile
cracks often abut horizontal jointing.
A large k ratio that leads to high compressive stresses in
the hangingwall can increase the strength of pillars.
Babcock23, in an extensive test program, tested samples of
four rock types (limestone, marble, sandstone and granite)

with the aim of determining the effect of end constraint on
sample strength. The two variables tested were the w/h ratio
and the radial confining stress at the top and bottom ends of
the sample. The confining stresses at the ends were applied
by means of clamping rings. The results showed roughly the
same trends for all four rock types tested. Table IV shows the
results for the granite specimens. The effect of the confining
stresses at the ends is evident from Table IV(b), while the
effect of the confining stresses and w/h ratio combined are
seen in Table IV(c). While these results are not directly
applicable to underground pillars, these results imply a
strengthening effect on in situ pillars in a high horizontal
stress environment.
A parting in the foundation that slides significantly may
lead to a limit in the load that a pillar/footwall system
accepts, or may result in tensile splitting of the pillar. In the
Bushveld Complex, it has been found that much of the stope
closure can be attributed to heave of the footwall due to the
pressure in the pillars2o,24.At Beatrix Gold Mine, very large
amounts of heave have been observed due to a clay layer in
the footwall. In these situations, it is likely that the footwall
is the weakest component of the system. The footwall yields
so as to place a limit on the load that the pillars accept. It is
felt that this hitherto uncatered-for footwall heave is leading
to deterioration of support in the Bushveld Complex, in that
the yield capacity of the stiff support is exhausted by the
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The scale effect, critical rock mass strength and pillar system design
footwall heave. The support unit is therefore compromised,
leading to falls of ground of such weights as are considered
within the design capacity of the support.
Where there is an absence of major structures in the
footwall that will yield, the bearing capacity of the foundation
becomes an issue. Again, this may put a limit on the load
that the pillar system accepts. Whether the pillar or the
foundation is the weaker element needs to be predicted. As
part of the project on which this paper is based, Miningtek is
currently studying the stability of rock pillar foundations,
numerically and, in the next year, with in situ calibration
sites.
'Geometrical' loading refers to an observed, or apparent,
change in a material property that arises as a result of a
change in the geometry of the mining. This effect was
suggested by Salamon25, and an example of this effect was
numerically modelled. The computer program FLACwas
used, in plane strain mode. Two cases were modelled. The
first was the case of a sample of material being uniaxially
loaded with a displacement boundary. In the model, the
displacement was applied directly to the sample. Loading was
stopped at a given average uniaxial stress in the sample. The
Young's modulus was calculated by dividing the average
stress by the strain in the sample. The model was repeated
for increasing widths of sample. In each case, the final
average uniaxial compressive stress was the same. The
height of the sample remained constant. The nominal
Young's modulus was 72 GPa. As seen in Figure 8, the
Young's modulus rapidly reaches a stable value of about 80
GPa with increasing width.
The second case was of mine pillars in an elastic
continuum. The pillar and the surrounding rockmass are
modelled as one continuous homogenous material. The mining
geometry was that of an infinitely repeating train of pillars.
Models were run for pillars of increasing widths. The
extraction ratio was kept constant, which implies a constant
average pillar stress. The extraction ratio was chosen such that
the average uniaxial compressive stress was the same as the
first case. The average strain was calculated by dividing the
average of the vertical displacement at the pillar-hangingwall
contact by the half-height of the pillar. The Young's modulus
was calculated by dividing the average stress in the pillar by
the average strain. As can be seen in Figure 8, the effective
Young's modulus of a pillar increases with increased width.
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Cooket a119, in their in situ tests, noted that the four jacks in
the corners of a rectangular pillar had similar
load-displacement curves as the four jacks in a square pillar,
especially in the post-peak portion (jacks A in Figure 9).
Jacks B indicated peak and residual strengths roughly double
those of jacks A. Cooket al noted that not taking this
phenomenon into account would lead to conservative design.
Wagner14 noted this effect and proposed an effective width
as W &' = 4A/C, A = cross sectional area, C = circumference of
cross section. No evidence was provided to substantiate this.
Strong laboratory experimental evidence was provided by
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Figure 8- The effective Young's modulus of a pillar modelled in plane
strain in a repeating geometry as the width changes, while keeping the
same extraction ratio
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When actual hanging and footwalls are modelled, the
bending effect of the surrounding strata is simulated.
However, this is one of the simplest mining loading systems
that can be modelled. The Young's modulus of the pillar is
seen to increase much more significantly. Therefore, a
change in the simple parameter of mining span (without
changing the extraction ratio) is seen to change this loading
system. A parameter that is regarded as a material property
is seen to change with changes in the loading system. This
suggests that some empirically observed phenomena that are
regarded as material properties may be due to some
combination of pillar system factors. One of these
phenomena may be the in situ volume effect as observed by
Salamon and Munrol, which will be commented on later in
this paper.
The effective height of a pillar is increased if one side is
adjacent to a gully (typically, in hard rock mines, the blasted
rock is scraped away in gullies on the up dip side of the
pillars). Different mechanisms of failure are likely to occur,
due to the lack of confinement on the deeper pillar sidewall
adjacent to the gully. It has been observed underground on
numerous occasions that this pillar sidewall forms slabs and
scales rapidly as soon as the adjacent gully is cleaned down
to its full depth. This effect needs to be quantified.
The length to width (l/w) ratio of rectangular pillars, as
reported in the literature, does not have a uniform effect for
all rock types. Bieniawski26 noted no effect for norite
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Figure 9-Cook et al (1970) showed that jacks A had quantitatively
similar post peak strengths and moduli for pillars square and
rectangular in plan, while jacks B showed peak and residual strengths
double those of jacks A
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Stavropoulou27 for sandstone. She showed a strength in
plane strain 49 per cent higher than the uniaxial compressive
strength (DeS) value. Stavropoulou noted that frictional
conditions at the loading platen/sample interfaces increased
the strength. Stavropoulou stated that false conclusions
would result if this were not catered for by means of friction
reducers. As a result of a survey, Ryder and c>zbay28
suggested strength increase factors of 1.1, 1.2 and 1.3 for lIw
ratios of 2, 4 and plane strain conditions respectively. It
would seem that there is no universal or common effect. The
effect of the lIw ratio would need to be evaluated for each
rock type.
The effect of time is an area that needs much work and is
the subject of investigations currently being conducted at
Miningtek. Areas of work include creep and the change in the
pillar safety factor in coal mines due to scaling of the pillar
edges over prolonged periods.
Implications of the concept
practical design

of pillar system

factors in

Empirical formulae, such as those of Salamon and Munrol,
Bieniawski12 and Hedley and Grant3, have the limitation that
they must be used with caution for design values that fall
outside the empirical range. There is another limitation that
is not as often appreciated. This will be discussed in the
following paragraphs.
The pillar formula that is most strongly based on in situ
data is that of Salamon and Munrol. Their database was built
as a result of replies to questionnaires sent to the industry.
eases of pillar collapses that could not be clearly attributed to
the pillars themselves failing as the weakest element, were
rejected. For both collapsed and intact pillars, little
information was collected regarding the above-mentioned
pillar system factors. The actual data that were used in their
statistical analysis were the dimensions of the pillar, the
stoping width and the depth. Other data collected included
rock type, surface effects and comments on mining activities
at the time of failure and whether there were any early
warning signs. The pillar system factors mentioned above
were not explicitly catered for in the analysis.
Therefore, Salamon and Munro's database contained an
unknown combination of the above-mentioned, and probably
other, pillar system factors. The combination is unknown in
two senses: it is not known which factors were present in
each case, and what the relative importance and interdependence of the various factors were.
The power formula, involving two geometric variables, W
and h, cannot explicitly cater for this unknown combination
of factors. In addition, the values of k, a and 13obtained are
the maximum likelihood parameters for the particular data
set, that is, for the particular combination of pillar system
factors taken as a whole. The values obtained are thus
unique to that data set and only applicable to situations of
like conditions. Also, k, a and 13are obtained as a result of
one statistical process, and form an inseparable set of
parameters that best fits the data set. k cannot be separated
from a and/or 13.k is therefore not a material strength
parameter as is commonly assumed, but is merely a point on
the strength-size curvei and a and f3are not material
constants that define the strength decay with volume. The
same conclusion with respect to k was reached based on
physical arguments (see pages 31 and 32).
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The strength decrease with volume increase is empirically
true. The effect is minor, the volume exponent

= -0.067,

see

equation [6]. However, in the light of the evidence of a
constant strength beyond a critical size, as well as consideration of the pillar system factors mentioned (especially the
'geometrical' effect), it is postulated that Salamon and
Munro's empirically observed volume strength decay is a
function of the pillar system factors, rather than a pillar
material property. It is suggested that Salamon and Munro's
formula implicitly lumps together the particular set of pillar
system factors that were present in their data set. These pillar
system factors are expressed, or captured, in the derived
coefficients, k, a and f3.Taking this concept further, any
particular pillar strength formula, whether derived from in
situ tests, as Bieniawski did, or based on laboratory tests,
will have the same essential feature: the prevailing pillar
system factors are expressed in the derived coefficients or
constants of the particular formula.
This notion is illustrated by a consideration of the data
presented in Table V and plotted in Figure 10. The first five
rows in Table V are the same data as shown in Table H. The
columns k1 and 'a' are as defined in Equation [4]. In Figure
10, the last column of Table V is plotted against the
logarithm of the second column. The values plotted in Figure
10 are fairly constant for all the sizes and different loading
conditions, as noted by Sorenson and Pariseau29 for their
more limited database. In Equation [4], the parameter 'a' can
be interpreted as a reflection of the confining effect due to the
w/h ratio. This confining effect is due to the friction between
the sample and the platen (see Figure 7(a)). The first five
points in Figure 10 are from the same suite oflaboratory
testing. It can therefore be presumed that the loading
conditions of these tests are more similar to each other than
the other data points. Yet the variation of these points
encompasses the whole variation of the value of 'a'. It is
suggested that the small variation in the value of 'a' is a
reflection of a small variation in interface friction angles of
the different tests.
Hence, the value of k1, while nominally a reflection of the
cube strength, also implicitly captures the effects of the
loading condition, stress or displacement (see Figure 5).
Included in this would be the effects of loading rate,
temperature, etc. However, it is surmised that the loading
condition is the primary influence. Hence the measured
strength is a function of the particular pillar system factors
present in each data set.
Table V
Details of the data plotted in Figure 10

.Average

size

in data set

t Bieniawski's criticalsize is defined as 1500 mm
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Figure 10- The parameter 'a' plotted for different data sets under
different loading conditions and at different sizes

It is clear from the foregoing considerations of pillar
system factors, that a pillar cannot be designed as a standalone structure. There is an interaction between the
behaviours of the pillar, the hangingwall, the footwall and
the loading system. A holistic design procedure that explicitly
takes this interactive pillar system behaviour into account is
required. The pillar system design will produce a pillar
system strength (as opposed to a pillar strength), or pillar
system load-bearing capacity, which will depend on the
weakest element, or perhaps the dominant influence of, say,
the contact conditions.
It also clear that seam strength alone is not a basis for
design, because seam strength is just one of several factors
that determine the overall pillar system strength. Mark and
Barton30, in back analysis of a large database, found the
factor of safety for in situ pillars to be almost meaningless
when individual seam strengths were used. The factor of
safety was a substantially more reliable indicator when a
uniform, or average, seam strength was assumed. This
shows that the other pillar system factors had a large
influence on the strengths of the pillars, perhaps so much so
as to overwhelm the effect of the different seam strengths.
Equally, this shows that the particular pillar system factors
present in laboratory testing on model pillars are different to
those found underground, so as to actually make the
laboratory-based seam-specific strengths almost valueless, if
considered as a primary design parameter.
Some of these factors are additive, such as the frictional
restraint generated by increasing wlh ratios (assuming a
frictional contact) and a high k ratio. Conversely, exactly how
a progressively softer loading system (weakening effect)
interacts with a highly frictional contact condition
(strengthening effect) is not known. A high k ratio (Le.
virgin horizontal to vertical stress) would in any case have
no effect if there is a lubricated hangingwall contact.
Another consideration in the design procedure would be
the maximum spans at which the immediate hangingwall
strata remains stable. This would naturally affect the
extraction ratio, and therefore the load transferred to the
pillar system. The maximum, or critical, spans for broad
geotechnical rock mass rating categories are at present being
determined through an underground monitoring programme
and survey in the Bushveld Complex, conducted by
Miningtek, within the project of which this paper forms a
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part. It is felt that this information also needs to be obtained
for the more shallow gold mines that use pillars in South
Africa.
The meaning of rock strength
The following aspects of rock strength have already been
discussed in this paper and will be briefly mentioned here for
clarity in the argument that follows. The different loading
conditions for the series of in situ tests conducted by
Wagner, Bieniawski and Van Heerden have been postulated
to influence the strength results. This was supported by
simple modelling (Figure 5). The laboratory strength of hard
rock in the Bushveld Complex has been shown to be reduced
by 50 per cent when no friction is allowed between the
loading platen and the sample. This was also supported by
modelling results (Figure 7(b)). It is also accepted that the
strengthening effect of increasing wlh ratio is due to the
increased influence of the end frictional restraint on the
stress field in the sample.
It is therefore clear that the strength of a rock is a
function of the end, or boundary, conditions, both with
respect to frictional conditions and the relative material
properties and geometry of the loading platen I end piece I
hangingwall (assuming other conditions such as loading
rate, temperature and moisture content are unchanged).
Strength is therefore not a stand-alone value, but is a value
for a given set of boundary conditions. Thus, the critical rock
mass strength derived earlier, of 17.2 MPa, should be quoted
along with a statement that the end conditions were rigid,
displacement controlled, under laboratory testing conditions,
loading rates, etc. It is suggested that, especially for model
pillar studies, previous results have been presented with illdefined boundary conditions.
The typical size of uniaxial compressive strength test
samples, as recommended by the International Society for
Rock Mechanics (ISRM), is about 50 mm in diameter. As
discussed, this is within the range of sizes that is affected by
scale for a number of rock types. Therefore, the use of DCS
tests, even as a comparative measure, can only be regarded
as a first approximation. It is suggested that the use of the
critical rock mass strength, as determined according to the
methodology described in the preceding sections, removes
this ambiguity. The basis of comparison of different material
strengths would then be the same.
The critical rock mass strength that is being proposed as
one of the input parameters in pillar system design, must
therefore be determined under clearly defined boundary
conditions. Strength values so obtained may then be adjusted
accordingly for the pillar system factors mentioned above,
primarily for different boundary conditions. York16 discusses
the relative effects of different laboratory boundary
conditions for model pillar testing.
A probabilistic approach to pillar system design
Previously, engineers have been satisfied with the use of a
factorof safety (FOS) as a method of overcoming
uncertainties to ensure safe structures. The FOS in the
context of pillar design is simply defined as the strength
divided by the applied stress. In many cases, the FOS has
been empirical, and subject to change on an ad hoc basis.
Esterhuizen31 proposed the use of the point estimate
The Journal of The South African Institute of Mining and Metallurgy
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probabilistic method for yield pillar design in the Bushveld
Complex. Until the present, Esterhuizen's illustrative method
has not been used as a routine tool by rock mechanics practitioners.
All the design parameters (load, strength of material.
etc.) have means and variances, and may have different
types of distributions. Typically, only means have been used
in design procedures, together with the use of a FaS. In the
case of a structure that has been employed many times under
the same design assumptions and with the same materials,
the Fas is finely tuned as a result of previous experience. If
any of the design assumptions or materials change, the
reliability gained by the use of safety factors may in many
cases be exaggerated32. The situation is potentially much
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when a structure must be designed for a new kind of

application, a new form of structure is designed, or
completely new loading systems or regimes are applied.
Designs can be produced with a high FaS, yet with a high
probability of failure, and vice versa. Different designs can be
produced that have the same FaS, yet have very different
probabilities of failure.
The central principle is that the probability of failure is
proportional to the area of overlap of the distributions of the
strength of, and the applied stress to the structure (Figure
11). In Figures 12(a) and 12(b), the Fas remains constant at
2, yet the probability of failure changes significantly. In
Figure 12(a), while the means have remained constant, the
standard deviations of the distributions have increased,
leading to a much larger area of overlap. The standard
deviations could also decrease, leading to a much smaller
area of overlap, or no overlap at all. In Figure 12(b), the
means have both changed by a fIXedproportion, resulting in
the same FaS, with a much smaller area of overlap.
In this way, it can be seen how the Fas approach can
lead to designs that could be either uneconomically overdesigned or dangerously under-designed, and that a
particular value of Fas based on a simple ratio of mean
values provides little actual information regarding the
probability of failure.
The two distributions (mean, variance, type of distribution) that need to be determined are those of the applied
stress and the strength of the structure. For the variance of
applied stress, the major component of the variance of the
applied load is the variance of the virgin stress field. Any
given depth will have an average stress, but there will be
some variance associated with the value. If the variance in
the Bushveld Complex is large, while the variance in the gold
mines is lower, benefits in terms of design dimensions may
be possible. The variances in pillar width and length also
need to be incorporated into the applied stress variance, as
these are used to convert the pillar load into a pillar stress.
variances in panel span will affect the extraction ratio, and
consequently the load transferred to pillars.
In determining the distribution of the strength, variances
in pillar dimensions, stoping width and in situ rock mass
strength, must be taken into account. The variance in in situ
rock mass strength has two components:
~

variance of critical rock mass strength as derived from
laboratory tests
~ variance of the geotechnical rock conditions, using
some rock mass rating measure.
These distributions can be summed to determine the
overall distributions of pillar strength and applied stress. The
probability of failure can now be calculated. In practice,
because of insufficient data, approximations to the distribution are used32. Nevertheless, the information provided is
more useful than the incorrect use of safety factors.
Salamon and Munro had a probabilistic basis for their

Fas = 1.6,
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Figures 12a and b-The effect of changes in the means or standard
deviations on the probability of failure (probability of failure is proportional to the area of overlap)

but that was particular

to their data set. The

variances mentioned above were implicitly lumped together
and taken into account as one overall variance, with no
attempt made to quantify the variance on each input variable.
This overall variance is unique to the particular data set. The
assumption of a Fas = 1.6 for hard rock pillar design is
thus not necessarily correct, as the variances are likely to be
different to those of the coal fields in Salamon and Munro's
data set.
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It is therefore proposed that to determine the probability
of failure more accurately, the mean and variance on each
design parameter should be explicitly determined or stated.
There is thus a rational basis for the FOS, and particular
values of FOS can be associated with more realistic estimates
of the probability of failure. The advantage of this is that the
FOS can be tailored for mining districts, mines or
geotechnical domains. For example, the FOS can be lowered if
a particular area has extremely low variance in rock mass
rating (RMR). The variance in virgin stress is likely to be
lower in a gold mining environment, implying a lower
required FOS. With the proper probabilistic methods, the rock
mechanics practitioner will, however, have the tools to make
a rational choice of FOS.
The same philosophy can be incorporated into the
determination of the bearing capacity of the footwall, and to
the stability analysis of the hangingwall. The pillar support
system can then be assessed for its overall probability of
failure. At this point, risk assessment can be performed, with
cost implications.
Summary,

conclusions and future directions

The scale effect has been recognised, for some rocks at least,
to continue only up to a critical size. Beyond this critical size,
no further reductions of strength have been measured. This
is regarded as a material property, termed the critical rock
mass strength. A methodology to derive this has been shown
to have some success. The in situ rock mass strength is
derived through some downgrading process that recognises
the loading regime, the field stresses, as well as the joint
orientation relative to the structure. This downgrading
process is currently under development
If in situ pillars are to be larger than the critical size, the
implication of the concept of the critical rock mass strength
associated with a critical size, is that volume should not be a
variable in pillar design. In this case, the linear formula is the
logical choice. It has been shown that the linear formula
performs as well as the power formula, for both laboratory
and in situ data,forvolumetric ratios of less than 50.
However, it must be borne in mind that the linear function
does not capture the 'squat pillar' effect at w/h ratios larger
than 5. If design is performed for sizes smaller than the
critical size, the multiplier k1 can be determined according to
Equation [5] or Figure 3. From the data reviewed, it is
suggested that for hard rock pillars ofw/h < 5, a linear
function is a sufficient representation of the pillar strength.
It is suggested that pillar behaviour and strength are only
partly influenced bythe actualreefor seam material strength.
This influence may be small. A review of in situ tests showed
that results could be interpreted in terms of the loading or
boundary conditions. A number of pillar system factors were
defined as having a bearing on pillar strength. In this sense,
a material strength is not a stand-alone value, but must be
interpreted together with the prevailingset of pillar,or model
pillar, system factors. The actual magnitude of the influence
of the various factors is known to a lesser or greater degree.
It is postulated that the empirically observed volume effects
are due to a combination of the pillar system factors
mentioned. The empirically determined volume effect for
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Salamon and Munro's data set is, in any case, small.
Any particular design formula,that has been based on
laboratory or in situ data, captures the summed and averaged
effect of the prevailing environmental. loading and boundary
conditions. These effects are expressed in the parameters
determined.The implication of this is that the formula is
invalidif conditionsdiffersignificantly.The solution is to
determinethe formula under clearlystated environmental.
loading and boundary conditions. Knowledge of the effect of
the different pillar system factors may then be used to
determine strengths under different conditions.
A probabilistic approach to rock mechanics design is
necessary to account for the large variability in material and
loading. This will lead to more efficient, cost-effective designs
with a greater confidencein the factors of safeties derived.
Muchtrial and error can be eliminatedwhen going into new
developments,by the use of probabilisticmethodologies.
The objectivetherefore for the pillar projectat Miningtek
(SIMRACproject GAP334) is to build a pillar system design
procedure that explicitlycaters for the pillar system factors in
a step-wise manner. This is similar to the approach used by
Ryder and Ozbay28. The future work in this regard is to
~
~
~

determine the effect of each factor explicitly
determine the interaction between the factors
design a flow chart that will incorporate an
understanding of the relative importanceand interdependenceof each of these factors.

The focus of the work is to identifyand quantify those
pillar system factors that can be fully determined and
quantified in the short term. Other factorswill need to be
researched in the context of a longer time frame. It is
envisaged that a programme of back analyses of pillar
collapses with the emphasis on explicitly investigating the
effects of the various pillar system factors will be of great
assistance.
In terms of a pillar system design, it is envisaged that the
design of the footwall stability, strata stability and pillar
strength would each be encompassed in flowcharts, with the
relevant 'connectivities'built in. An example of a 'connectivity' is a limit in the load that the footwall strata accepts,
thereby defining the load on the pillar.
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